New companies at the industrial campus

Two start-ups in the fields of biotechnology and medicinal plants are expanding the group’s range of services and open up promising links for all areas within the industry campus and thus also for our customers. The transfer of development projects into GMP processes and the understanding of development routines as well as the regulatory requirements in the pharmaceutical production environment are of crucial importance for success.

**MyBiotech**

MyBiotech GmbH is engaged in processes for the production of natural substances. The company belongs to the Instillo Group since February 2017 and offers know-how for the development of biotechnological processes for the production of natural products in yeast cells and other micro-organisms (IHK report). The main focus is currently on the biotechnological production of omega-3 fatty acids. In contrast to the conventional method, the extraction from fish oil, MyBiotech concentrates on alternative sources. A further focus is on the development of industrial processes for the extraction of high-priced sugars from process secondary products. MyBiotech also offers its biotechnological expertise and infrastructure as a service for its customers.

**1A Cannabis**

1A Cannabis GmbH is one of the leading companies for cannabis medicine in Germany. Since April 2017 it is part of the Instillo Group. GACP-/GMP-compliant testing and production, as well as import and distribution of herbal medicinal products with and without background of controlled substances is the
specialty of the company. 1A Cannabis combines security and quality with innovation and transparency. In a key role between doctors, patients and authorities, the goal is to contribute to the development of the therapeutic potential of medical cannabis. The development of finished medicinal products based on plant extracts and their approval for the European market is also part of the ambitious company’s business.

„Quality and innovation, in supremacy a synergistic principle! “

Events & Dates 2017

CPhI worldwide Frankfurt
For the first time, the campus group will present a booth at the CPhI worldwide 2017 in Frankfurt.

From 24th to 26th of October, we will provide you with information and insights into our campus concept. Meet us in Hall 4.1 at booth 41A03 and learn how your company can benefit from the synergies at the Industrial Campus.
Make an appointment for a personal consultation with the experts of the Instillo Group (contact form).

IPEC Europe Excipient Conference 2017
Already on September 19th and 20th, Quasaar will be exhibiting at its stand at the APV / IPEC Europe Excipient Conference 2017 in Berlin offering information opportunities for the outsourcing of GMP services in the field of starting materials and excipients. Meet our experts on site and get advice.
We would be pleased to invite you to visit the industrial campus in Überherrn in person. The Instillo Group is waiting for you.
New research projects at the campus

**npSCOPE**
The European Commission is funding the npSCOPE project with a total of EUR 6.6 million. Nine partners, including MJR PharmJet, are developing a new integrated tool for the accurate and reproducible physicochemical characterization of nanoparticles, both in their original form and in complex matrices such as biological tissues.

**N2B PATCH**
MJR PharmJet is also involved in the European research project N2B-Patch. The project aims to develop a new innovative nose-brain application technology based on the synthesis of a bio-based, innovative galenic formulations. With the aid of a novel medical device, a nanoparticle-loaded hydrogel patch is placed in the nose in order to enable the chronic treatment of MS in the olfactory region.

**Investors are impressed**
During a visit at the campus in Überherrn, the heads of the KSK Saarlouis convinced themselves about the progress of the expansion activities within the industrial campus. Our main investor was clearly impressed by the professional use of investment funds. For future projects too, there are great opportunities for a trusting cooperation. The expansion of the capacities and investments in the infrastructure and equipment technology of the companies on the campus are the central themes which make this an attractive investment project.

**Instillo wins „WE DO DIGITAL“ Award**
The regional winners of the nationwide competition were selected by the IHK Saarland: The Instillo Group
is going to the nationwide race, in which a total of ten industry winners are determined. The winners will be presented at the G20 Young Entrepreneurs’ Alliance Summit in Berlin. The competition distinguishes companies with convincing concepts for the digitization and pioneer of the industry 4.0 movement.

**NanoSaar awarded as one of the most innovative German companies**

The economic magazine Brand Eins (the high-quality spin-off of the manager magazine with an edition of 85,000 copies) awarded the NanoSaar AG with 4 stars (highest category) in the current issue to the most innovative companies in Germany. In the chemical, pharmaceutical and biotechnology category, we are among the top three small and medium-sized enterprises in Germany. The assessment was carried out by industry survey.

**Publications & recommendations**


We are on track ...

The Instillo Group was part of the 2017 company run in Dillingen, placing 23 starters. Despite stormy weather, the group companies were able to convince and had a lot of fun.